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Abstract Article Info. 

In this study, the performance of the adaptive optics (AO) system was 

analyzed through a numerical computer simulation implemented in MATLAB. 

Making a phase screen involved turning computer-generated random numbers into 

two-dimensional arrays of phase values on a sample point grid with matching 

statistics. Von Karman turbulence was created depending on the power spectral 

density. Several simulated point spread functions (PSFs) and modulation transfer 

functions (MTFs) for different values of the Fried coherent diameter (ro) were used 

to show how rough the atmosphere was. To evaluate the effectiveness of the 

optical system (telescope), the Strehl ratio (S) was computed. The compensation 

procedure for an AO system was implemented. Analytical analysis was used to 

define the wave front and aberrations of the circular aperture telescope. Zernike 

polynomials were used to describe the residual error and figure out how much the 

compensation changed the measured turbulence values. The results of the computer 

simulation involving atmospheric turbulence reveal that elevating the ro values (4, 

8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32) cm resulted in a 3.4% rise in S. However, when the 

adaptive optics system operated with a constant ro (20 cm), augmenting the Zernike 

aberration modes led to a remarkable 44% increase in S, signifying a substantial 

enhancement in the compensation procedure. 
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1. Introduction 
Adaptive optics (AO) is a technique which eliminates aberrations from optical 

systems by using at least one deformable mirror which alters its shape to account for the 

aberrations [1]. The real-time aberration of light in optical systems is corrected using 

AO [2]. In ground-based telescope applications, atmospheric turbulence can drastically 

decrease resolution for pupil diameters much bigger than Fried coherence diameter (ro) 

[3]. A telescope equipped with a functional adaptive optics system enhances the spatial 

resolution of the image [4]. Light collected by ground-based telescopes has propagated 

through turbulent Earth atmosphere before arriving at the Earth's surface. Because of 

this, initially, parallel light waves are distorted because environmental and internal 

factors affect the system light waves propagating through the atmosphere. Index of 

refraction variations arises from fluctuations of temperature, air density, pressure, 

observed wavelengths band, atmospheric parameters (such as Fried coherence 

parameter and atmospheric time constant), and telescope parameters (such as aperture 

diameter and telescope field of view) [5]. Temperature inhomogeneity is produced when 

layers of different temperatures are mixed due to wind shears. The statistics of refractive 

index inhomogeneities follow the temperature inhomogeneities described by 

Kolmogorov [6-8].  

The aim of the research is to study the adaptive optics system and the 

compensation mechanism for mitigating the effects of atmospheric turbulence on the 

clarity and quality of the observed images through numerical computer simulation. 
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2. Atmospheric Turbulence Parameters 

The wave-front of light beam arriving from distant astronomical sources is 

aberrated after passing through the turbulent layers of the Earth’s atmosphere. The 

spatial and temporal inhomogeneities in the refractive-index of the air along the beam 

path produce random phase perturbations, impairing the performance of ground-based 

telescopes. The influence of wave-front distortion on optical system was investigated by 

Fried (1954, 1955) using Kolmogorov’s model of turbulence [9, 10]. 

Since this turbulence model depends on Kolmogorov's theory of turbulence, it is 

frequently used to explain the impacts of seeing on telescope imaging. It is the source of 

the formalism used here. The two main factors that cause seeing error in telescopes are 

(i) vertical movement of the air that is brought on by warmer air rising and mixing with 

the cooler air above, (ii) upper-level winds that carry this relatively slow-changing 

turbulent structure made up of air pockets with varying sizes, temperatures, and 

refractive indices across aperture window. Variations in the temperature lead to changes 

in refractive index, which cause delay or advance points on the wave front, thus losing 

its shape. Wave front roughness is primarily caused by small-scale differences in air 

optical characteristics at the level of smaller turbulent cells. Fig.1 shows the problem of 

wave front distortion and reduction in resolution arising from atmospheric turbulence. 

Wave front tilt deformation is caused by temperature/index fluctuation at bigger scales 

[11-13]. 
 

Figure 1: Resolution drop of an image of a point source due to atmospheric turbulence [9]. 
 

While large apertures are more susceptible to speckles, small mirror diameter 

telescopes are more susceptible to the tip-tilt effect [14]. The related structural functions 

provide a statistical definition for variations from uniformity in the refractive index, 

wave, and phase [15]. Over millisecond time intervals, the speckle pattern essentially 

does not change. According to the height of the dominant turbulence layer and the 

amount of turbulence, two speckle patterns can only be identical at a solid angle, the 

isoplanatic angle, of a few arc seconds [16]. The isoplanatic angle (θ0), also known as 

Roddier’s angle, is deduced from the spatio-angular correlation of phase complex 

amplitudes of two-point sources separated by this angle [17]. The standard definition of 

the atmospheric isoplanatic angle is [18, 19]: 
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where: ro represents Fried parameter, h represents the height of the turbulence. For ro 

and h measured in meters, the isoplanatic angle is in arc seconds [20].  

Additionally, every given speckle pattern retains its virtually constant appearance 

for a very short time, known as the coherence time. The coherence time, τo, the time for 

the Root Mean Square (RMS) phase error to reach 1 rad, is dependent on the direction 

and speed of the wind and can be shown by the following equation [21, 22]: 

               
   

 
                                                                                                               

where: v represents the speed of the wind in dominate layer. This definition results in 

the same wavelength dependence for   and ro. The speed values of the wind can 

generally be of approximately 20m/sec. With the usual ro values of about 20cm, at good 

observing sites,   is equal to 10ms [23, 24]. Fig.2 shows a schematic diagram of the 

definition of Fried parameter, atmospheric time constant, and isoplanatic angle in Fig. 2. 
  

Figure 2: A schematic diagram displaying the definition of the Fried parameter, the 

atmospheric time constant, and isoplanatic angle [19]. 

 

3. Power Spectral Models 

The outer turbulence scale (Lo) was estimated to be in the order of a few meters to 

tens of meters, which is of similar order to the aperture size of large telescopes. Lo is 

determined by directly sensing wave front on various length scales and fitting a model 

to observations [25, 26]. 

For Kolmogorov turbulence, the power spectral density of the fluctuations of 

refractive index is given by the Kolmogorov power spectrum [27-29]: 

              
     

   

                            
⁄     

  
⁄                                                     

where: k is the transverse wavenumber which is inversely related to the size of the 

turbulent eddies in the atmosphere. The spectrum has a straightforward structure and 

relies only on its refractive structure constant   
 . For integration throughout the entire 

spatial frequency spectrum, the outer scale often is set to Lo= ∞ and the inner scale is set 

to lo= 0. In an image plane of a large telescope, there is less image motion than expected 
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by the Kolmogorov model. Von Karman recognized the issue and updated 

Kolmogorov's power spectrum for refractive index fluctuations [30, 31]. Von Karman 

had modified Kolmogorov power spectrum for the purpose of attenuating low spatial 

frequency values [32]; both spectra are plotted in Fig.3. The Von Karman spectrum has 

the form [33-35]: 

               
       

  
   

               
                                                         

 

where: Km=5.29/l0 represents the equivalent wave-number of the inner scale, Ko=2π/Lo 

represents the outer scale wave-number, K represents unbounded non-turbulent wave 

number in medium. The shape of this power law informs the design of AO system. 

Figure 3: Power spectral density for Von Karman and Kolmogorov turbulence [24]. 

 

4. Point Spread Function and Modulation Transfer Function Calculations 

The point object image, which is produced by optical system has been referred to 

as the impulse response or the Point Spread Function (PSF). It can be represented by 

[36-38]: 
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where:    represents Fourier Transform Operator,    represents the area of exit pupil, 

   
  

  and represents the phase deviations of wave-front from reference sphere. 
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 units.    

  

 
  

 

 
 
 

 
 
 represents the 

deviations of the phase of the wave front from reference sphere, W(x,y) represents the 

wave aberration function at exit pupil, OTF represents the Optical Transfer Function, 

MTF is the Modulation Transfer Function which can be written as [39-43]: 
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ѕᵪ is in units of cycle/radian, ѕy is in cycle/radian units. 

 

5. Strehl Ratio 

The Strehl Ratio (S) is used to evaluate the effectiveness of the optical system.  S 

is always between 0 and 1 in a real optical system. It is defined as the peak intensity 

ratio of measured PSF to the peak intensity of the perfect diffraction-limited (PSF0) for 

the same optical system [44, 45].  

  
        

         
                                                                                                                                    

Also, according to the following, the pupil phase variance is what determines an image's 

S value [46]: 

     (   
 )                                                                                                                                

where:   
   represents the variance of the phase     as determined by (rad

2
). S may be 

calculated by the so-called extended Marechal approximation [47]:  

   
      

 

  
    

                                                                                                                            

It shows that the Strehl ratio for the images obtained with telescope of diameter D = ro 

is S = 0.360; for D > ro the Strehl ratio precipitously decreases with the diameter of the 

telescope [48, 49]. 

In Fig. 4, "S" represents a measure of how close the image is to the theoretical 

diffraction limit. It quantifies the image quality or resolution achieved by the system, 

with higher values of "S" indicating that the image is closer to the ideal diffraction-

limited performance [50].  

 

 
Figure 4: Illustration of a 2D point spread function, Strehl Ratio, and FWHM [30]. 
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6. Results and Discussion 

A computer simulation of an optical telescope with a circular aperture was 

designed. The simulation was carried out for several different effects of turbulence 

strength using the Von Karman model mentioned in Eq. (4). They alter the shape and 

size of the impulse response, or PSF, of the optical system, which distorts the image. 

Turbulence effects can thus be characterized by calculating of the MTF of the PSF and 

the S of the optical system. Also, AO system compensation was simulated, depending 

on Zernike polynomials. 

 
6.1. Numerical Simulation Steps 

This section includes the results of the numerical simulation for the profiling of 

the wave front beam propagation via atmosphere turbulent medium as follows: 

1. Aperture simulation with a telescope of a diameter of 512 pixels and a wavelength of 

500 nm and ro=10cm, as shown in Fig. 5. 

 

 
Figure 5: Aperture of telescope. 

 

2. Preliminary grid set-up and constants: number of sample points N = 2
10

, inner scale 

lo= 0.01m, and outer scale Lo=300m. The physical size of the grid is 0.75, and 

samples size is 0.5x10
-3

.  

3. Turbulence creation using power spectrum density for the Von Karman model is 

shown in Fig. 6. 

 
Figure 6: Power spectrum density for Von Karman model. 
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4. Random coefficient generation using the MATLAB function (randn) is shown in 

Fig.7.  

 

 
Figure 7: Random number generation. 

 

5. Phase screen generation was performed by the real part of the Fourier transform for 

the square root power spectral density multiplied by the random coefficients, as 

shown in Fig.8. 
 

 
Figure 8: Phase screen for Van Karman model 

 

6. The phase screen fit for the telescope’s circular aperture for Von Karman turbulence 

is shown in Fig.9. 
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Figure 9: Phase screen fit to telescope aperture  

 

7. The quality of the optical system determined by computing PSF with and without 

turbulence according to Eq. (5) is shown in Figs.10 and 11. 

 

 
Figure 10: PSF with turbulence. 

 

 
Figure 11: PSF without turbulence. 
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8. The Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) in cycles per millimeter (cycle/mm) was 

plotted for a telescope with and without turbulence, represented by the red curve and 

the blue curve, respectively. This was done using Equations (7 and 8) and is shown 

in Fig. 12, with different values of " ro " serving as an indication of the turbulence's 

strength. Small values of " ro " indicate strong turbulence, leading to poor seeing, 

while large values correspond to weak turbulence, resulting in good seeing.  

 

 

Figure 12:  Normalized MTF; red curve with turbulence and blue curve without 

turbulence. For r0 = 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32 cm. 
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The red-line MTF represents the ideal optical system without any aberrations. In 

general, from Fig.12, it can be observed that the MTF shape suffers more distortion 

and higher phase fluctuation in the case of strong turbulence compared to weak 

turbulence. The blue MTF curve of ro =4cm is the most perturbed case and has the 

smallest area under the curve. When ro was increased, the MTF blue curve also 

increased. 

The increasing relationship between Strehl ratio (S) and Fried coherent diameter (ro) 

(from 4 to 32 cm) with turbulence was plotted using Eq. (9), as shown in Fig.13. 

 

 
 

Figure 13: Preoperational relationship between Strehl ratio (S) and Fried coherent diameter 

(ro) in the presence of turbulence. 

   

9. Aberration creation using Zernike polynomials for the Von Karman turbulence 

model was divided into three cases, as shown in Figs.14, 16, and 18, which 

represent phase screen retrieval. The wave front under test was generated using 

Zernike polynomial expression, demonstrating that there was still a considerable 

difference between the original wave front and the simulation result.  

This difference diminished as the number of aberration modes increased. Figs. 

15, 17, and 19 show the Zernike coefficient that represents the command matrix of 

the deformable mirror's actuators in the AO system.  

As evident from these figures, when the aberration modes increased, the high-

order aberrations (occurring at lower spatial scales) demonstrated a noticeable 

impact on the compensated aberration. The Strehl ratio values exhibited increments 

of 0.2, 0.38, and 0.74. 

 

Figure 14:  The residual error between the original phase screen and the compensated wave 

front using Zernike polynomials with 4 aberration modes. 
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Figure 15: Zernike coefficients for 4 aberration modes. 

 

 
Figure 16: The residual error between the original phase screen and the compensated wave 

front using Zernike polynomials with 10 aberration modes. 

 

 
Figure. 17: Zernike coefficients for 10 aberration modes. 
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Figure 18: The residual error between the original phase screen and the compensated wave 

front using Zernike polynomials with 50 aberration modes. 

 

 
Figure 19: Zernike coefficients for 50 aberration modes. 

 

7. Conclusions 
The investigation involved numerical simulations of various aspects of the 

adaptive optics (AO) system for telescopes. Firstly, aberrated wave fronts were 

described using Zernike polynomials for a circular aperture. The strength of 

atmospheric turbulence and seeing conditions significantly affected image quality, 

emphasizing the importance of atmospheric parameters during observations (e.g., ro = 

20 cm). The AO system compensated for Von Karman atmospheric turbulence using 

different aberration modes represented by Zernike polynomials (4, 10, and 50 modes). 

The number of Zernike coefficients determined the actuator forces for the correction 

mirror. 

Important parameters, such as ro, MTF, PSF, and S, were employed to 

characterize simulated atmospheric turbulence. The study aimed to achieve optimal 

optical resolution or Strehl ratio for corrected images through modal compensation of 

atmospheric turbulence. For high-order Zernike modes, the Strehl ratio of compensation 

often exceeded the exponential function of the negative residual error. 

Two cases were considered: the first focused on the Strehl ratio as a function of 

ro with turbulence, resulting in marginal improvement. In contrast, the second case 

explored the Strehl ratio as a function of the number of aberration modes being 
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compensated, leading to substantial improvements. Overall, the simulation provided 

valuable insights into enhancing image quality and correcting atmospheric distortions in 

AO systems. Based on the aforementioned conclusions, the workings of the AO system 

were convincing and resulted in a diffraction-limited image, as well as an improvement 

quantified by other optical performance metrics.  
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 التحقيق في الوحاكاة العذديت لنظام البصرياث التكيفيت
 

سارة اساهت جاسن
1
رائذ نوفي حساى و 

1 

 ، كلٍت العلوم، جبهعت بغداد، بغداد، العزاقالفلك والفضبءقسن  1

 

 الخلاصت
ٍِ خلاه َّذجت رقَُت باستخذاً ٍحاماة حاسىبُت ببزّاٍج ) AO(فً هذه الدراست، تن تحلٍل أداء نظبم البصزٌبث التكٍفٍت 

MATLAB . ًتٌ إّشاء شاشت طىر عِ طزَق تحىَو أرقاً عشىائُت ٍىىذة باىحاسىب إىً ٍجَىعاث ثْائُت الأبعاد ٍِ قٌُ اىطىر عي

هبى اعتوبداً على كثبفت ارتٌ إّشاء اضطزاب فىُ ك. شبنت ّقاط بْفس الإحصائُاث اىخاصت بتغُزاث اىطىر اىْاجَت عِ الاضطزاب

وداىت ّقو اىتظَُِ ) PSFs(ىتصىَز شذة الاضطزاباث اىجىَت، تٌ استخذاً عذد ٍِ دواه الاّتشار اىْقطُت  اىَحاماة . الطٍف الطبقوي

)MTFs ( ىقٌُ ٍختيفت ىقطز الاّتشار اىَتجاّس ىفزَذ)ro .( ٌىتقٌُُ فعاىُت اىْظاً اىبصز)(ستزٌل ، تٌ حساب ٍعذه )اىتيسنىبS .( تٌ تْفُذ

باستخذاً تحيُو تحيُيٍ ىتحذَذ جبهت اىَىجُت واىشَىغ اىَتعيقت بفتحت اىتيسنىب اىذائزَت، تٌ . AOإجزاء اىَنافأة واىتعىَض فٍ ّظاً 

تبئج أظهزث ُ. استخذاً ٍتعذداث سَزّاَل ىىصف اىخطأ اىَتبقٍ وتحذَذ ٍذي تأثُز اىَنافأة واىتعىَض عيً اىقٌُ اىَقاست ىلاضطزاب

وىنِ . ٪2.3بنسبت  Sسن، أدث إلى سٌبدة ) ro )3 ،8 ،11 ،15 ،12 ،13 ،18 ،21لوحبكبة الحبسوبٍت للاضطزاببث الجوٌت أى سٌبدة قٍن ا

٪ وهى 33بنسبت  Sوبشَادة اَّاط اىشَىغ ىشَزّاَل سادث ) سن 12( roٍع قَُت ثابتت ه ) AO(عْذٍا تشغُو ّظاً اىبصزَاث اىتنُفُت 

 .عولٍت التعوٌض والوكبفئت تحسِ مبُز فٍ

 

، الاضطزاببث  Zernike، هتعدد الحدودVon Karmanاضطزاة البصزٌبث التكٍفٍت، الكثبفت الطٍفٍت للطبقت،   :الكلواث الوفتاحيت

    .الجوٌت

 

 
 

 

 


